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Share to:

Deer Cage Fence 

China zoo mesh factory supply the 314/316 stainless steel material zoo mesh, zoo fencing, bird netting, animal enclosure mesh for over 20

years. The mesh often used for Deer Cage Fence, zoo zebra netting, giraffe barrier mesh, Zebra barrier netting, Giraffe netting mesh, Zoo

Deer netting, Deer wire rope netting mesh, stainless steel Deer netting,deer cage metal protection netting, deer enclosure fence netting mesh,

Vegetarian enclosure mesh, deer fence, deer exhibit mesh, deer cages, deer fence mesh, deer enclosure netting, zoo deer fencing, zoo
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animal netting- zoo mesh suppliers 

Mesh hole : 51mm x 51mm, 76mm x 76mm, 90mm x 90mm, 102mm x 102mm, 127mm x 127mm 

Mesh hole : 2” x 2”, 3” x 3”, 4” x 4”, 5” x 5” 

Wire rope diameter : 2.4mm, 3.2mm 

Wire rope diameter : 3/32”, 1/8” 

Material group : AISI 304, 304L , 316, 316L stainless steel

Model:  2451, 2476, 2490, 3251, 3276, 3290, 32102, 32120

Quantity:  1  

Inquire  Add to Basket

Deer Fence Mesh Description

Specification & Codes

Installation Details

Zoo Mesh Service

100% Hand Woven, 304/316 stainless steel material, Wire Cables X-cross Netting

Strong, Flexible, Soft, Never Rust, Useful Life Over 30 Years

Over 20 Years Rich Experience, Technology, Professional Manufacture

▼Details about the stainless steel wire rope mesh used for Deer cage fence mesh, Zebra barrier netting, Giraffe netting

mesh, Zoo deer enclosure fence netting mesh
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Liulin zoo mesh factory established in 1996 in China, have 21 years history, it's a rich experience, advanced technologym, professional

manufacture. The mainly products is Stainless steel wire rope hand woven mesh, steel wire cable braid netting, speciliazed used for

zoo mesh, zoo fencing, zoo netting, zoo enclosure. 

The wire rope netting mesh can be used for kinds of Deer Cage Fence, zoo zebra enclosure netting,giraffe barrier mesh,Zebra

barrier netting,Giraffe netting mesh, Zoo Deer netting, Deer wire rope netting mesh,stainless steel Deer netting,deer cage

metal protection netting, deer enclosure fence netting mesh, Vegetarian enclosure mesh, deer fence, deer exhibit mesh, deer

cages, deer fence mesh, deer enclosure netting, zoo deer fencing,zoo animal netting, and so on. 

The stainless steel wire rope woven mesh for zoo deer enclosure fence netting mesh, zebra barrier netting have lots

of advantages:

◆ Deer Cage Fence are pliable, transparent grid structures made of stainless steel rope are multifunctional and durable.

◆ Stainless steel rope netting can create a totally enclosed space for the deers, zebra, giraffe, make it highly closed to the nature.

◆ Zoo zebra netting are more beautiful and stronger than the chicken wire and non-metal mesh.

◆ Giraffe barrier mesh are premium-quality, never rusted, no need to maintenance for more than 30 years.

◆ Flexible zebra wire rope netting incredibly well suited for zoo, safari park, bird park, garden, protective, ocean, acrobatics, decorative and

the similar environments.

◆ Zebra barrier netting are highly compatible with creative contemporary architecture.

▼Application effect pictures about Zoo deer fencing mesh, Zebra barrier enclosure netting, giraffe netting mesh

http://www.ssnetting.com/Zoo-Mesh.html
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△ The zoo deer enclosure fence netting mesh is a main application of the wire rope netting mesh, which are hand-woven by high quality

AISI 304/316 stainless sreel multistrand wire ropes, using the wire rope diameter of 1.6mm, 2.0mm, 2.4mm. The mesh aperture have 38mm -

120mm many size. More Deer fencing mesh Specification details please check the Next Tabs.

Zebra cage fence, Giraffe fence netting, Bison enclosure mesh, Buffalo fence, ox fence protection mesh, camel fence, llama fence net,

antelope fence, hand woven guanaco fence safety mesh, hippopotamus fence, horse enclosure fence, lamb fence protective mesh, pig cage

fence enclosure, pony fence netting, reindeer cage metal fence, rhinoceros fence mesh, sheep fence, water buffalo fence, yak enclosure

netting, donkey fence,etc
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△ The above pics are the deer fence project we did, it's a long fencing used for caging deer, zebra, and other herbivore animals

You can use the stainless steel cable netting mesh make a beautiful Deer cage fence, Zebra fence mesh, Giraffe fence netting, deer exhibit

protection mesh as you want, so we call the mesh said zoo mesh, zoo fencing, zoo netting, zoo enclosure, and so on.

 

△ As the deer animal fence netting mesh in zoos or parks, the safety are very important. Used this kind of stainless steel zoo deer enclosure
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fence netting mesh, you are no need to worry the animals will destory the netting and out of the cage, and not worry the wind and snow break

the animal fencing. We tested the Min.breaking load, the 2.4mm wire rope is 4080 Newtons. So the zoo mesh will wholly protect the

visitors and animals security. After all, what is more important than security, right?

 

△ The above pics are giraffe cage netting fence case in Hangzhou zoo, the giraffe fencing are not very high, but good sight.

The wire rope netting mesh is more stronger, safety, durable, flexible, and beautiful than the traditional mesh, no need the onerous facilities,

you will make a free shape animal cage netting. Planting some rattan, will make a green protective screen, this also a landscape. 

More details about zoo deer enclosure fence netting mesh types, Material, Technology, Appearance, Installation,

Connection, Packing, Shipping, and ordering, please click Next Tabs. 

ZooMesh Details

1. Stainless steel wire rope Zoo Mesh, zoo fencing, zoo netting's Material

 

http://www.ssnetting.com/Zoo-Mesh.html
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Liulin Zoomesh use AISI 304/316 stainless steel multistrand wire ropes, the materials meet the requirements of International Standards,

can be used more than 30 years.

AISI304 Stainless steel apply to most of the area, the 316 material mainly used for wet environment, like seaside.

2. Stainless steel wire ropes

Wire rope diameter: 1.2mm, 1.6mm, 2.0mm, 2.4mm, 3.2mm

Wire rope diameter: 3/64", 1/16", 5/64", 3/32", 1/8"

Min. breaking load (KN): 3.2mm – 7.32; 2.4mm – 4.08; 2.0mm – 3.10; 1.6mm – 2.12; 1.2mm – 1.19

Wire rope construction: 3.2mm – 7x19; all others – 7x7

△ Stainless steel Zoo mesh use the high quality multistrand wire ropes of 304 or 316 material

3.Wire rope netting mesh Technology: 

Liulin zoo mesh is a factory over 20 years, which have rich experience, technology, it's a professional manufacture  for stainless steel

rope mesh in zoo animal cage fence, bird netting, animal enclosure, animal protective fence, animal separative fence, zoo animal safety net,

animal security fence, and so on.

The stainless steel rope woven mesh are 100% hand-woven from the stainless steel wire ropes, the nodes appears the x-cross form

http://www.ssnetting.com/Zoo-Mesh.html
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and has the fixed position, will not be shifted. 

△ We have three types of stainless steel rope mesh， the woven mesh is our main products.    

Woven mesh: The wire rope woven mesh is our main products, the order quantity are 90% of total order and production. The wire rope

woven mesh are widely used in many place you want.

Decorative mesh: Add decorative beads when woven the zoo mesh will become the decorativce mesh, this kind of decorative mesh often

used in decoration place.

Ferruled mesh: Using ferrules weldless connect the wire ropes can make the ferruled mesh, also used in decoration place usually.

4. Wire rope Zoo mesh Appearance

① Stainless steel rope netting mesh aperture : 

The wire rope netting mesh's holes are diamond, in natural state, the zoo mesh panels are conntracted, during the installation, it should be

stretched until each angle reach 90 degree, so that the zoo mesh panel could be installed succesfully, this is the maximum use of state. Of

course, there are customers to pursue more beautiful looking, stretching the mesh angle only to 60 degrees, which is also workable, if you

are about to purchase the mesh in 60 degrees mesh, please specify before your placing of the order.

② The color of the stainless steel rope woven mesh

http://www.ssnetting.com/zoomeshClient-Case.html
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Usually, the zoo netting mesh is in the plain stainless steel natural color. But, in order to meet some needs, some customers will have the

zoo mesh in black color, but now, the workmanship of " black oxide " in China is not very good and stable. But we are still trying to solve this

problem, not only the black oxide color, but also the bronze color, once we done that, we will update the relative information on the web page.

△ stainless steel wire woven mesh appearance beautiful and gentle

③Zoo mesh panel surface and shape 

There are no any rags on the smooth surface, so the wire rope netting mesh could protect the animal skin and feather of the birds.

The stainless steel rope mesh can only be produced in rectangular shape . If you need special shape, the only way is to cut off the excess

part after the installing, say, the four edges of the whole mesh has been fixed. Very important, please note do not trim the zoo mesh before the

installation.

④ The edge of the wire rope netting mesh

The edge of the wire rope mesh connected by the ferrules, will not loose. 
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Furthermore, the ferrules in the edge of wire rope netting mesh could have an " eyes ", which are of the higher material and workmanship cost,

but could supply us an easier way to install the zoo mesh, and lookis more bueautiful. If you need that, please contact us so that we could

calculate the extra cost of the ferrules with such " eyes ferrules ".

△ X-corssed hand woven mesh; the edge of the wire rope netting mesh

⑤ Flexible and soft performance

The stainless steel wire rope woven mesh are with the soft touching, can be stretched, folded, rolled and packed naturally. 

http://www.ssnetting.com/Zoo-Mesh.html
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△ Stretched, folded, rolled and packed the stainless steel rope woven mesh

5. Other application of stainless steel cable netting

 

Cylindrical cage netting mesh, animal channel fencing mesh, animal tunnel cage netting

(1) The tubular tunnel fence. As the flexibility of stainless steel wire rope woven mesh, make it can be used for tunnel and channel fence

of the animal cages, We can directly woven into a tubular style, but not the later connection. Mainly applied for the monkey cage

tunnel fence, tiger cages channel enclosure  and etc. This way could give more fun to the animals, but not only a beautiful style. Of

course, which could also be applied for the connection of two non-adjacent cages.
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Zoo mesh for Architectural & Decoration

(2) stadium fence,  sports fencing, decoration mesh, bridges protective fence and so on

In addition to animal fencing & enclosure & netting, bird cage net, the wire cable mesh can also be used for exterior decoration mesh,

engineering protection fence, bridge guardrail fencing, staircase handrail net, stadium fence, acrobatics fence, all kinds of security protection

fence, municipal construction mesh, etc. numerous fields.
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Previous:  Animal Fence Enclosures Netting Next:  Gorilla Cage Fence

INQUIRY

*Name *E-mail
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Liulin Metal Fabric Co., Ltd.

  No.368, Youyi North Steet, Shijiazhuang, China  

  0086-311-87796405 / 67502306  

  0086-311-87794512

  sale@ssnetting.com  

  zoomeshfactory@hotmail.com  

Tel *Subject

*Message
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